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Abstract
Designing an eﬀective and secure group-oriented access control for mobile cloud storage services is an area of active research. For example, such
schemes should provide user-friendly features that allow group members to
be conveniently added or removed, privileges of group members to be assigned or revoked by authorized parties (e.g. group leaders), organizing of
members into one or more sub-groups, forming of (multiple) hierarchical
layers, etc. Speciﬁcally, privileges should be self-deﬁned by group leaders,
and access control can be carried out by group leaders as a proxy. In this
paper, we propose a lightweight tree-based model designed to achieve selfdeﬁned, proxy-enabled and group-oriented access control (hereafter referred
to as SeGoAC) for ﬁle storage access control in mobile cloud computing.
SoGoAC is a ﬂexible access control model that supports group access control, self-authorization and self-management iteratively, ﬂexible self-deﬁned
accessing policies, user friendly features to grant and revoke privileges. We
then demonstrate the utility of SeGoAC via extensive analysis.
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1. Introduction
In mobile cloud computing, users can upload ﬁles into cloud storage
servers for sharing, storage, etc. These ﬁles can then be accessed by authorized users remotely and collaboratively. For example, after user X has
uploaded some ﬁles into the cloud storage services via a mobile device, other
authorized users can access one or more of these ﬁles remotely. With the
appropriate privileges, they can either view, edit, delete or copy the ﬁles via
any digital device (e.g. Android and iOS devices) [1].
Providing an eﬀective and secure access control mechanism in such a distributed environment remains a research challenge. Speciﬁcally, in a (mobile)
cloud environment, the access control policies should be determined or selfdeﬁned by the users (rather than a central authority such as cloud server
administrators). Generally, cloud service providers simply assume that all
users have similar access privileges for ﬁles that have been uploaded for sharing (e.g. all users for a shared ﬁle have the same privileges, such as read or
write). In other words, access control is not ﬁne-grained and this may result
in information leakage and other security threats.
Moreover, in a mobile business setting, ﬁles are usually shared and edited
by one or more groups (e.g. users from marketing and other departments or
diﬀerent organizations). The group membership may also change regularly
or an ad-hoc basis (e.g. due to change of status from draft tender proposal to
ready for review by management). Also in most scenarios, a group leader may
delegate access to the ﬁle(s) to one or more group members. Thus, the group
leader needs to be able to assign access privileges for members in the group.
The access control policies should be self-deﬁned by group leaders, and access
control self-managed for privilege granting and revocation. In such a setting,
the role of the cloud servers is limited to executing self-deﬁned policies. The
group may be organized as multiple layers in that smaller sub-groups may be
included within a larger group. The access control mechanism should also be
ﬂexible for normal mobile users as well as being lightweight to support a large
number of mobile users. Existing access control schemes are not capable of
supporting these features and this is the gap we seek to address in this paper.
The limitations of existing access control schemes can be summarized as
follows:
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1. Traditional access control schemes are not speciﬁcally designed for mobile cloud computing; thus, the access control is deﬁned and managed
by a central authority (e.g. cloud service administrator) rather than
the users.
2. The need for ﬂexible self-deﬁned, proxy-enabled and group-oriented
access control complicates the challenge of designing schemes to be
lightweight and scalable.
3. Traditional access control design rationale generally uses a static concept model, which is inadequate for a dynamic group demanding dynamic privilege updates to dynamic ﬁles.
In this paper, we propose a tree-based model, SeGoAC, seeking to overcome the above limitations. Speciﬁcally,
1) SeGoAC supports self-deﬁned privilege grant and revocation for group
members, and multiple groups can be organized in hierarchical layers.
2) SeGoAC supports self-managed access control in which group leader
performs as a proxy of upper layer in accessing tree, and the proxy structure
can be iterative.
3) SeGoAC is lightweight as we only involve two tables, and accessing a
tree can be constructed from tables for dynamically control management.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of related work. In Section 3, we present the basic assumption used
in this paper. Section 4 details our proposed models and analysis. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work
There are known security and privacy challenges for cloud computing
[19, 2, 3, 20], and access control schemes are one viable solution. This, and
the increasing popularity of mobile devices and cloud services, perhaps drive
the increased interest of researchers in designing access control for mobile
cloud computing. Tang et al. [4], for example, designed and implemented a
secure overlay cloud storage system that provides ﬁne-grained, policy-based
access control and ﬁle deletion. Habiba et al. [5] presented a framework and
diﬀerent modules, as well as a multi agent-based system and an enhanced
authorization scheme. More recently in 2014, Ruj et al. [6] presented a
decentralized access control scheme to support anonymous authentication.
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A number of existing schemes requires computational intensive operations. For example, Wan et al. [7] explained that since attribute-based encryption (ABE) is inﬂexible for implementing complex access control policies,
they proposed a hierarchical attribute-set-based encryption (HASBE) by extending the ciphertext-policy attribute-set-based encryption (ASBE) with a
hierarchical structure of users. Lv et al. [9] presented a modiﬁed CP-ABE
algorithm to be used as a ﬁne-grained access control method. In their approach, user revocation is achieved using the principle of secret sharing. Yang
et al. [10] proposed delegating computationally intensive tasks (e.g. data
re-encryption, key distribution and key derivation) to cloud servers. Their
scheme requires the use of bilinear pairing and random padding. Jung et al.
[12] proposed using fully anonymous ABE to control privilege and anonymity.
In the same year, Wang et al.[13] proposed A constant-size ciphertext policy
comparative ABE based on negative attributes and wildcards.
There have also been attempts to design lightweight and scalable access
control schemes. For example, Yao et al. [11] proposed a lightweight ciphertext access control mechanism that is based on authorization certiﬁcates
and secret sharing. Ortiz et al. [8] discussed the industrial application of
extending traditional role-based access control to support secure and mobile
collaboration among manufacturing enterprisers. Zhao et al. [14] proposed a
security framework across distributed cloud data centers, and Tu et al. [15]
proposed a new access architecture that introduces a layer between mobile
devices and the underlying cloud infrastructure. This middle layer consists
of cloudlets, which are deployed by cloud services providers. However, deployment of the approach is diﬃcult and costly in practice.
A number of ABE-based schemes have also been published in the literature. In 2015, Jin et al. [16] presented a lightweight data access control scheme based on ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE) designed to ensure
the conﬁdentiality of outsourced data and provide ﬁne-grained data access
control in mobile cloud computing. Lv et al. [17] proposed an attributebased access control scheme for mobile cloud storage, using Key-Policy ABE
(KP-ABE) scheme with outsourced key generation and decryption. More recently in 2016, Xie [18] proposed a hierarchical access control method using
modiﬁed hierarchical attribute-based encryption (M-HABE) and a modiﬁed
three-layer structure. As such schemes use ABE as the underlying structure,
they may not be scalable.
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3. Problem Formulation
3.1. Network Model
Generally, a ﬁle storage cloud has the following entities:
1. Cloud Servers: a storage service provider oﬀering users the capability
to store their ﬁles for later access.
2. File Creators: users who upload their ﬁles to cloud servers for storage,
sharing and dissemination.
3. File Sharers: users who access ﬁles stored on cloud servers.
As access control is self-deﬁned by users, cloud service authentication
and ﬁle access authentication should be separated. For the authentication
of cloud services, ﬁle creators and ﬁle sharers share the same user name
and password to login to the cloud servers. For the authentication of ﬁle
accessing, ﬁle creators and ﬁle sharers are distinguished by the tokens linked
with diﬀerent privileges for diﬀerent ﬁles.
For example, ﬁle creator A uploads ﬁles to cloud server C. A (Creator)
sets up B (Sharer)’s token and the associated privileges for the ﬁles. A gives
the login account information (user name and password for cloud services,
and token) to B. B logins to C (Server) using A’s user name and password,
and presents the token to C. C allows or denies B access to the ﬁles based
on the privileges deﬁned by A.
3.2. Design Goals
The design goals are to provide a secure and lightweight scheme which is
self-deﬁned, proxy-enabled, and group-oriented:
1. File sharers can be added to and removed from an authorized group
easily and eﬃciently. File sharers can be organized into multiple groups
as multiple hierarchical layers, which match ﬁle management styles in
practice.
2. Access control policies for shared ﬁles should be self-deﬁned and as
ﬂexible as possible. Accessing privilege assignment and revocation can
be conducted by a proxy of ﬁle creators. The proxy mechanism can be
iteratively granted.
3. The scheme needs to be lightweight and allows for separation of cloud
authentication and ﬁle access authentication. In other words, cloud
servers only perform the role of an executer of access control policies.
5

4. Proposed Scheme
4.1. Physical Model
In the scheme, a cloud server requires two tables, namely: ACL for access
control and U CL for user authentication:
ACL = T oken, F ileN ame, P rivilege
U CL = U serN ame, T oken, F ather
ACL has three ﬁelds, namely: T oken, F ileN ame, P rivilege for ﬁle
access control, where T oken denotes a ticket for access control authentication, F ileN ame denotes a ﬁle list for accessing ﬁles, and P rivilege denotes accessing privileges for those ﬁles. T oken is used to distinguish different ﬁle accessing users, even when they use the same username and password to login to the cloud servers. F ileN ame is usually a ﬁle list consisting of multiple ﬁle names for a given privilege. The privileges usually
have ﬁve types, namely: Read, M odif y, U pdate, Authorize, Create (i.e.
P rivilege = {CreateAuthorizeU pdateM odif yRead}). Users who are
assigned the Read privilege can only read ﬁles, and users who are assigned
M odif y can read and modify ﬁles, but cannot update ﬁles. Users who have
been assigned U pdate can read, modify and update the modiﬁed content into
ﬁles. Users who have Authorize privilege can read, modify, and update ﬁles,
as well as assigning privileges to other users. Users who have Create privilege are ﬁle creators who initialize and upload ﬁles to cloud servers. Thus,
Read ⊂ M odif y ⊂ U pdate ⊂ Authorize ⊂ Create. Only the user with the
highest privilege level is required to assign for a ﬁle set.
U CL has three ﬁelds, namely: U serN ame, T oken, F ather, where U serN ame
is a user name for logging into cloud servers, T oken is a password for ﬁle accessing user authentication, and F ather denotes the token who add this particular token. For example, if T okenb is added by T okena , T okenb ’s F ather
is T okena . If a user is a ﬁle creator, then F ather of this user will be Null.
F ather is used for maintaining a deriving relation (group leading relation)
between accessing users. The users who are added to the accessing users by
their father, and may be removed from accessing users by their father.
Although U CL can be merged into ACL, it will be more eﬃcient when
these two tables are separated. Having a separate U CL can reduce the length
of ACL and fetching delay of ﬁelds (e.g. T oken and F ather) upon successful
login, which are critical for supporting a large scale of uses in cloud.
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4.2. Process Model
File sharing with access control consists of the following steps:
(Step 1) (ﬁle creator logs in) A user (U serN amea ) wishes to upload ﬁles
to the cloud servers and share with other users. The user logins to the cloud
servers with the registered user name, U serN amea , and password.
(Step 2) (cloud server fetches U CL) Upon the user’s successful login, the
cloud server will fetch U serN amea in U CL.
If U serN amea ∈ U CL, then the cloud server will label the user a ﬁle
creator. The user will then be asked to set up a token by the cloud server
via its user interface. The record U serN amea , T okena , F ather = N ull will
then be added to U CL, prior to skipping to (Step 3).
If U serN amea ∈ U CL, then the cloud server will label the user a ﬁle
sharer and will prompt the user for his/her token. If the token is not T okena ,
then skip to (Step 8). Otherwise, go to (Step 3).
(Step 3) (ﬁle creator uploads a ﬁle) Alice uploads a ﬁle to the cloud server.
(Step 4) (assigns one user privilege to the ﬁle) Once the user has successfully uploaded a ﬁle (e.g. F ileN amea1 ) to the cloud server, the cloud
server will add three records into ACL as follows: (Step 4.1) One record
T oken = T okena , F ileN amea1 , Create is added to ACL. (Step 4.2) Alice
will be asked to set up the token of the accessing user by the cloud server
via its user interface. For example, Alice sets up T okenb for an accessing
user called Bob, then U serN amea , T okenb , F ather = T okena  is appended
to U CL. (Step 4.3) Alice will be asked to set up the access privilege of
F ileN amea1 by the cloud server via its user interface. For example, Alice
speciﬁes the Read privilege of F ileN amea1 to T okenb , then this conﬁguration will be stored in ACL. That is, the record T okenb , F ileN amea1 , Read
is appended to ACL.
(Step 5) (assigns multiple users privilege to the ﬁle) Alice sets up more
users and diﬀerent privileges for this ﬁle via a user interface provided by the
cloud server. The latter will append the relevant records in ACL accordingly.
That is, (Step 4.2) and (Step 4.3) will be repeated for the users.
(Step 6) (uploads more ﬁles and assigns more users privileges to newly uploaded ﬁles) If Alice uploads additional ﬁles (e.g. F ileN amea2 and F ileN amea3 ),
then (Step 4.1), (Step 4.2), and (Step 4.3) will be repeated for these newly uploaded ﬁles. In the context of our example, this will result in T okena , F ileN amea2 , Create
being added to ACL; U serN amea , T okenc , F ather = T okena  added to
U CL, and T okenb , F ileN amea2 , M odif y and T okenc , F ileN amea3 , Authorize
added to ACL.
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(Step 7) (sends account information and tokens to accessing users) Alice provides her username (U serN amea ) and password for the cloud server,
together with the corresponding token to designated accessing user (e.g.
T okenb to Bob, and T okenc to Carolyn, where T okenb = T okenc ).
(Step 8) (ﬁle sharers login and present token) When a ﬁle sharer login to
the cloud server, he/she will be asked for the token.
(Step 9) (retrieves U CL and ACL.) Upon receiving the token from the ﬁle
sharer, the cloud server will retrieve U CL to verify the token. If token is valid,
cloud servers list all ﬁles and corresponding the privileges by retrieving ACL
according to the token. For example, after Bob presents his token, the cloud
server will verify whether U serN amea , T okenb  is in U CL to decide whether
Bob can access Alice’s uploaded ﬁles. In addition, the cloud server fetches
all F ileN ame and P rivilege in ACL to monitor and check the accessing
privileges. If T okena is presented, then it implies that the ﬁle creator login
to the cloud servers and go to (Step 3).
4.3. Abstract Model
The abstract model for the above processes is presented in Tab. 1.
Remarks
1) In (Step 1), Alice login to the cloud server in order to load ﬁles. Upon
successful login, U CL stores her token. In Step 8, Alice will be requested
for her token. If the token being presented is Alice’s, then she can upload
additional ﬁles.
2) Once a ﬁle has been uploaded by a user, (Step 4.1) to (Step 4.3) will
be conducted. Three records will be added to U CL and ACL at the cloud
server.
3) In (Step 8), if a user login to the cloud server not using Alice’s account
(i.e. user name and password), cloud servers will deny access indicating that
this user is not a ﬁle sharer authorized by Alice. If Bob login using Carolyn’s
account, instead of Alice’s, then Bob will be regarded Carolyn’s ﬁle sharer
and be requested to present the token sent by Carolyn.
4.4. Logical Model
We propose a logical model, which is represented as a directed tree with
linked leaf (or leaves). Recall that ACL = T oken, F ileN ame, P rivilege,
U CL = U serN ame, T oken, F ather. Thus, ACL is used to construct linked
leaves on a node, and U CL for constructing a tree of nodes.
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Using U CL, a tree can be constructed with nodes that present ﬁle sharers,
and root that presents a ﬁle creator.
1) Users are organized in a tree structure. Each user is distinguished by
the token and is presented as a node in the tree. The root of the tree is
the ﬁle creator who uploads all current sharing ﬁles, namely, users who have
Create privilege for those ﬁles. All users in the tree share the same login
account information as those of the root, but they are distinguished by their
tokens.
2) Each node excluding the root has one father. Anyone of these nodes has
a directed edge pointed to its father. A user’s father is the group leader who
adds the user into the group. Only users who have Authenticate or Create
privilege can add additional users. The father of a node can be fetched from
U CL by looking up F ather column.
3) Each node has two properties, namely, T oken and F ather. T oken is
assigned by node’s father. F ather is used to point to node’s father.
Using ACL, each node at the tree can be linked to a leaf (or leaves) that
is (are) speciﬁc to accessing ﬁles and corresponding privileges.
4) Each node links to one or multiple leaves, called N odeLink. Each link
has two related properties. One is AccessF ileSet; The other is P rivilege.
AccessF ileSet property is a set consisting of one or more ﬁles; P rivilege
property is one privilege for all ﬁles in AccessF ileSet. Each node may have
more than one AccessF ileSet, but each AccessF ileSet has only one corresponding P rivilege (namely, the highest privilege). Note that, a linked leaf is
not a node: two properties of a linked leaf are AccessF ileSet and P rivilege;
but two properties of a node are T oken and F ather.
We denote the proposed logical model as follows in Tab. 2.
Remarks
1) ACTree consists of Root, N odeSet and Edges.
2) Root has three properties, namely, T oken, F ather, and RootLink.
Here, F ather = N U LL.
3) RootLink links AccessF ileSet that speciﬁes a ﬁle set including names
of sharing ﬁles, and P rivilege that speciﬁes the accessing right, which is
Create.
4) N odeSet is instantiated by nodes in the tree. Each node has three properties - T oken, F ather, and N odeLink. Similarly to RootLink, N odeLink
consists of AccessF ileSet and P rivilege that specify accessing ﬁles and corresponding privileges.
Examples
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Token=A,
Father=NULL, RootLink

1

2
Token=B,
Father=A, NodeLink

Token=D,
Father=B, NodeLink

Token=C,
Father=A, NodeLink

Token=E,
Father=B, NodeLink

3

AccessFileSet=FileSet,
Privilege=Create
AccessFileSet1={F1,F2},
Privilege=Authorize
AccessFileSet2={F3},
Privilege=Update

4 AccessFileSet3={F1,F2},
Privilege=Read
5
6

7

AccessFileSet4={F3},
Privilege=Update
AccessFileSet5={F1},
Privilege=Modify
AccessFileSet6={F2},
Privilege=Update

Figure 1: An Example for Illustrating the Logical Model. Grey parts are linked leaves.

We explain the logic in the following examples.
The explanation items correspond to sequence numbers listed in Fig. 1.
1) F ileSet = F 1, F 2, F 3. User A (e.g., ﬁle creator, manager) uploads
three ﬁles (F 1, F 2, F 3) into cloud servers. A’s privilege for all ﬁles are
Create. A’s login account information for cloud servers will be used for
all other users’s login, namely, B, C, D, E.
2) F1 and F2 are two ﬁles that will be edited by a group leaded by B (B
is the leader of group 1, e.g., technical group in a company).
3) F3 can be edited and updated by B.
4) F1 and F2 can only be read by C (C is from another group, e.g., testing
group).
5) F3 can be edited and updated by C. Note that, here F3 can be edited
and updated by B and C cooperatively.
6) B is the group leader. She adds two users into her group, namely, D
and E. B assigns D to edit F1, but D cannot update F1. The modiﬁcation
on F1 by D may be reviewed by B and updated by B.
7) B assigns E to edit F2 and E can update F2.
Fig. 2 depicts another illustrating example as follows:
1) F ileSet = {F 1, F 2, F 3, F 4}. User A (e.g., ﬁle creator, manager) uploads four ﬁles (i.e., F 1, F 2, F 3, F 4) into cloud servers. A’s privilege for all
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Token=A,
Father=NULL, RootLink

1

2
Token=B,
Father=A, NodeLink

Token=D,
Father=B, NodeLink

Token=C,
Father=A, NodeLink

Token=F,
Father=C, NodeLink

AccessFileSet=FileSet,
Privilege=Create
AccessFileSet1={F1,F2},
Privilege=Authorize

3 AccessFileSet2={F3,F4},
Privilege=Read
4 AccessFileSet3={F1,F2},
Privilege=Modify
5 AccessFileSet4={F3,F4},
Privilege=Authorize

Token=E,
Father=B, NodeLink

Token=G,
Father=C, NodeLink

6

7

AccessFileSet5={F1},
Privilege=Update
AccessFileSet6={F2},
Privilege=Modify

8 AccessFileSet7={F3,F4},
Privilege=Modify
9

AccessFileSet8={F4},
Privilege=Read

Figure 2: Another Example for Illustrating the Logical Model.

ﬁles are Create. A’s login account information for cloud servers will be used
for all other users’s login, namely, B, C, D, E, F, G.
2) F1 and F2 are two ﬁles that will be edited by a group leaded by B.
3) F3 and F4 can be read by B, but B cannot modify F3 and F4.
4) F1 and F2 can be modiﬁed by C for comments, but C cannot update
those modiﬁcation. The modiﬁcation can be reviewed and updated by B. (C
is the leader of another group.)
5) F3 and F4 can be edited by a group leaded by C (e.g., F3 and F4 can
be further handed out to others to edit).
6) D is in the group leaded by B. B adds two users into her group, namely,
D and E. B assigns D to update F1.
7) B assigns E to modify F2 but not to update F2. The modiﬁcation on
F2 by E can be reviewed by B and updated by B.
8) F and G are added into the group leaded by C. C assigns F to edit F3
and F4, but F cannot update F3 and F4. The modiﬁcation on F3 and F4 by
F will be reviewed by C and updated by C.
9) C assigns G to read F4 and G cannot modify F4.
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4.5. Analysis
Following two propositions state about the number of leaves. | · | returns
the number of elements in a set.
proposition 4.1. |Root.RootLink| = 1.
Proof The number of leaves at Root is one. That is, RootLink = AccessF ileSet =
F ileSet, P rivilege = Create.

proposition 4.2. |N ode.N odeLink| ≤ |P rivilege| − 1 = 4.
Proof The number of leaves (N odeLink) at a node is at most the number of |P rivilege| − 1. As the leaves are organized by P rivilege for different AccessF ileSet. |{CreateAuthorizeU pdateM odif yRead}| = 5.
N ode.N odeLink.P rivilege = Create, thus the number of privileges at most
is 4.

Following four propositions state the relations between root and its child
(children). The scale of the tree is also quantiﬁed for conﬁrming its lightweightness.

proposition 4.3. N odei .N odeLink.AccessF ileSet ⊂ Root.RootLink.AcccessF ileSet,
where N odei .F ather = Root.T oken.
Proof Straightforward. The Root’s ﬁle will be assigned to all users to access.
The accessing ﬁles should be in the scope of ﬁles that are uploaded by root.
In other words, the merging set of AccessF ileSet in leaves at a child or all
children of Root is upper bounded by F ileSet.

proposition 4.4. |N odei .N odeLink.AccessF ileSet| ≤ |Root.RootLink.AccessF ileSet|,
where N odei .F ather = Root.T oken.
Proof Straightforward. The reason is due to Proposition 4.3.


proposition 4.5. | N odei .N odeLink| ≤ min(|Root.RootLink.AccessF ileSet|∗
|N odei |, 4 ∗ |N odei |) where N odei .F ather = Root.T oken.
Proof Similarly to above Proposition 4.3. If |AcceessF ileSet| < 4, there
are at most |AcceessF ileSet| leaves in which each Fi ∈ AccessF ileSet has a
privilege. If |AcceessF ileSet| ≥ 4, there are at most 4 leaves in which all 4

distinct privileges are assigned for Fi ∈ AccessF ileSet.
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proposition 4.6. |N odei | = |{T oken|N odei .T oken is added by Root.}| where
N odei .F ather = Root.T oken.
Proof The number of nodes whose father is Root equals the number of users
that are added by Root.

The number of children of Root (namely, the number of users added by
ﬁle creator) has no limited. It depends on the editing logic of shared ﬁles,
thus the number of members in a group could be large.
Similarly, following four propositions state the relations between a node
and its child (children).

proposition 4.7. N odei .N odeLink.AccessF ileSet ⊂
{N odej .N odeLink.AccessF ileSet|N odej .N odeLink.P rivilege = Authorize},
where N odei .F ather = N odej .T oken.
Proof The N odej ’s ﬁles that have “Authorize” privilege can be assigned to
other users to access. In other words, the merging set of AccessF ileSet in
leaves at a child or all children of a node is upper bounded by AccessF ileSet
of this node.

proposition 4.8. |N odei .N odeLink.AccessF ileSet| ≤ |N odej .N odeLink.AccessF ileSet|,
where N odei .F ather = N odej .T oken.
Proof Straightforward. The reason is due to Proposition 4.7.




proposition 4.9. | N odei .N odeLink| ≤ min(|N odej .N odeLink.AccessF ileSet|∗
|N odei |, 4 ∗ |N odei |) where N odei .F ather = N odej .T oken.
Proof Similarly to Proposition 4.5. If |AcceessF ileSet| < 4, there are at
most |AcceessF ileSet| leaves in which each Fi ∈ AccessF ileSet has a privilege. If |AcceessF ileSet| ≥ 4, there are at most 4 leaves in which all 4

privileges are assigned for Fi ∈ AccessF ileSet.
proposition 4.10. |N odei | = |{T oken|N odei .T oken is added by N odej .}|
where N odei .F ather = N odej .T oken.
Proof The proof and reason is similar to 4.6.
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Following propositions state relations between T oken, U serN ame and
F ather in U CL. Some of them are straightforward, thus the proof is omitted.
proposition 4.11. Given U serN ame, relation U serN ame×T oken ∈ U CL
is one-to-many.
Proof One creator can create and add more tokens.



proposition 4.12. Given T oken, only one U serN ame ∈ U CL satisﬁes
U serN ame, T oken, ∗ ∈ U CL.
Note that, here T oken is distinct in U CL. No matter in a tree or out of a
tree in a forest, diﬀerent nodes cannot have the same T oken.
proposition 4.13. |N ode.F ather| = 1. That is, given U serN ame, relation
T oken × F ather ∈ U CL is many-to-one.
Proof If a T oken is created and assigned, it will not be reused by other nodes
for assigning. In other words, each node except for root has one father. Thus,
the access structure is a tree.

Similarly, following propositions state relations between T oken, F ileN ame
and P rivilege in ACL.
proposition 4.14. Given T oken, relation F ileN ame × P rivilege ∈ ACL
is one-to-one.
Note that, here F ileN ame is a ﬁle list in which all ﬁles have the same privilege.
proposition 4.15. Given F ileN ame, relation T oken × P rivilege ∈ ACL
is many-to-one.
Note that, here T oken is distinct in ACL. Diﬀerent users cannot have
the same T oken. It can be done easily by let T oken’s notation includes
U serN ame.
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Data: ACL , U CL, U serN ame
Result: ACT ree
for i = 1; i ≤ |U CL|; i + + do
if (U CL[i].U serN ame == U serN ame).and.(U CL[i].F ather ==
N ull) then
ACT ree.Root.T oken ⇐ U CL[i].T oken;
ACT ree.Root.F ather ⇐ N ull;
ACT ree.Root.RootLink.P rivilege ⇐ Create;
ACT ree.Root.RootLink.AccessF ileSet ⇐
RetrieveACL(ACT ree.Root.T oken, Create);
end
if (U CL[i].U serN ame == U serN ame) then
ACT ree.N ode.F ather ⇐ U CL[i].F ather;
ACT ree.N ode.T oken ⇐ U CL[i].T oken;
for P rivilege in {AuthorizeU pdateM odif yRead} do
ACT ree.N ode.N odeLink.P rivilege ⇐ P rivilege;
ACT ree.N ode.N odeLink.AccessF ileSet ⇐
RetrieveACL(ACT ree.N ode.T oken, P rivilege);
end
end
end
return ACT ree;
Algorithm 1: Tree Construction ACT reeCon(). | ∗ | is the total number of rows in ∗. RetrieveACL(T oken, P rivilege) returns F ileN ame
in ACL with inputting T oken and P rivilege.
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4.6. Algorithms
Firstly, we propose an algorithm (called ACT reeCon()) to construct access control tree model by ACL and U CL.
proposition 4.16. T ime(ACT reeCon()) = O(|U CL| ∗ |ACL|).
Proof In algorithm ACT reeCon(), there exists only one loop that has maximal length of |U CL|. For each execution in the loop, RetrieveACL() is
invoked once. Suppose RetrieveACL() responds in time with O(|ACL|).
Thus, timing cost of the algorithm is O(|U CL| ∗ |ACL|).

Next propositions state the completeness of the proposed model.
proposition 4.17. ACT reeCon() has minimal timing cost.
Proof As each record in U CL will be checked at least once to ﬁnd whether
it is on the tree, the minimal timing cost is |U CL|. As each node in the
tree requires to link to leaves, each record in ACL will be checked at least
once to ﬁnd whether it is the leaf of this node. Thus, total timing cost of
ACT reeCon() is at least O(|U CL| ∗ |ACL|).

proposition 4.18. ACL and U CL have minimal tuples (or total number of
columns).
Proof In U CL = U serN ame, T oken, F ather, U serN ame is used for distinguishing diﬀerent trees. T oken is used for distinguishing nodes in a tree.
Note that, T oken can be named distinctly in a tree and also in whole forest.
F ather is used for constructing edges in a tree. Thus, above three items in
U CL are the minimal set for a tree construction.
Furthermore, in ACL = T oken, F ileN ame, P rivilege, T oken is used
for localizing a node in a tree. F ileN ame and P rivilege are the linked leaves
of a node. Thus, above three items are the minimal set for leaf connection
that used for access control.
In summary, U CL and ACL only contains minimal tuples for required
functionality.

Discussion
1)One can easily delete a ﬁle sharer, revoke the privilege of a user, or
remove a user in the group, by simply deleting the corresponding node with
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its linked leaves in the tree (i.e., records in U CL with this token and related
records in ACL with this token).
2) The deletion of a ﬁle sharer can be conducted by this node’s father, as
the node’s father adds this node (i.e., record in U CL with this token) and
its leaves in the tree (i.e., grants the node’s privileges for accessing ﬁles).
3) It can be conducted easily to add a ﬁle sharer, grant the privilege of a
user, or permit a user join into the group, by adding a node (i.e., appending
records into U CL with the corresponding token) with linked leaves (i.e.,
appending records into ACL with related F ileN ame and P rivilege to this
token).
4) The addition of a ﬁle sharer can be conducted by a user with Authorize
or Create privilege. If a user logs in with a token whose privilege of shared
ﬁles is Authorize or Create, the user can add more ﬁle sharers into the group
leaded by her. That is, if ACT ree.N ode.N odeLink.P rivilege = Authorize,
the user with ACT ree.N ode.T oken can add more group members for accessing ﬁles in ACT ree.N ode.N odeLink.AccessF ileSet.
5) If a node to be deleted is a node’s father, the deletion will be conducted
by replacing a new head of the group. That is, the group head’s T oken will
be deleted. Group members will change F ather to the T oken of the new
group head. New group head may link to old group head’s leaves.
6) The modiﬁcation of user’s privilege can be done by modifying the
P rivilege on the linked leaves of the node. U pdate, M odif y, and Read can
be changed each other among them. The modiﬁcation may lead to changes
of AccessF ileSet. Besides, U pdate, M odif y, and Read can be changed into
Authorize. If it happens, the node can become a node’s father by adding
more users.
7) If a user’s (i.e., a node’s linked leaves’s) privilege is changed from
Authorize to U pdate, M odif y, or Read, it may need to delete the whole
subtree whose root is the node for the consistence of the tree and logics.
8) For each ﬁle, only one user can have Create privilege. The user who
has Create privilege is the ﬁle creator who initially uploads ﬁles into cloud
servers. All users in U CL will share the same account information for logging
into cloud servers with this user who has Create privilege.
9) The retrieval of ACL can be looked as the traverse in the tree. After a user logs into cloud servers and presents her token, the node will be
determined in the tree. The linked leaves of this node can be fetched and
then cloud servers list ﬁles that can be accessed and together with corresponding privileges. Also, the node’s children can be listed for addition
17

and removal, if there exists Authorize privilege in this node’s linked leaves
(N ode.N odeLink.P rivilege = Authorize).
10) The accessing ﬁle set or ﬁles could be encrypted by corresponding
token. The N ode(Root).N odeLink(RootLink).AccessF ileSet links to ﬁles
that are encrypted by N ode(Root).T oken.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a lightweight, proxy-enabled and group-oriented
access control scheme (SeGoAC) which supports ﬁle editing and sharing in
a mobile cloud computing environment. SeGoAC can also support multiple new ﬂexible functionalities, such as user-friendly addition and deletion
of group users, self-deﬁned and self-managed access control, iterative access
control proxy, and separation of access authentication from system authentication. We described the physical model, abstract model, process model,
logical model and key algorithms, as well as demonstrating the the soundness
and completeness of SeGoAC via simulations.
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Table 1: Abstract Model

Step 1)
Step 2)

Step 3)
Step 4.1)
Step 4.2)
Step 4.3)
Step 5)

Step 6)

Step 7)

Step 8)

Step 9)

.
Alice : Login(Cloud, U serN amea , P assworda ).
Cloud : F etchU CL(U serN amea ),
If U serN amea ∈ U CL
Alice : SetupT oken(U serN amea , T okena , F ather = N ull).
Cloud : SaveU CL(U serN amea , T okena , F ather = N ull).
go to Step 3).
If U serN amea ∈ U CL, Cloud : T oken∗ ⇐ RequestT oken()
If T oken∗ = T okena , go to Step 3),
else go to Step 8).
Alice : U pload(F ilea1 ).
Cloud : SaveACL(T okena , F ileN amea1 , Create).
Alice : SetupT oken(U serN amea , T okenb , F ather = T okena ),
Cloud : SaveU CL(U serN amea , T okenb , F ather = T okena ).
Alice : SetupACL(T okenb , F ileN amea1 , Read),
Cloud : SaveACL(T okenb , F ileN amea1 , Read).
Alice : SetupT oken(U serN amea , T okenc , F ather = T okena ),
Cloud : SaveU CL(U serN amea , T okenc , F ather = T okena ),
Alice : SetupACL(T okenc , F ileN amea1 , M odif y),
Cloud : SaveACL(T okenc , F ileN amea1 , M odif y);
Alice : SetupT oken(U serN amea , T okend , F ather = T okena ),
Cloud : SaveU CL(U serN amea , T okend , F ather = T okena ),
Alice : SetupACL(T okend , F ileN amea1 , U pdate),
Cloud : SaveACL(T okend , F ileN amea1 , U pdate).
Alice : U pload(F ilea2 ),
Alice : U pload(F ilea3 ),
Redo 4.1)-4.3), and 5).
Oﬀ-line Operations.
Alice → Bob : {U serN amea , P assword, T okenb },
Alice → Carolyn : {U serN amea , P assword, T okenc }.
Bob : Login(Cloud, U serN amea , P assworda ),
Cloud : F etchU CL(U serN amea ),
If U serN amea ∈ U CL
Cloud : T oken∗ ⇐ RequestT oken().
Cloud : F etchU CL(U serN amea , T oken∗ ),
If {U serN amea , T oken∗ } ∈ U CL
Cloud : {F ileN ame, P rivilige} ⇐ RetrieveACL(T oken∗ ).
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Table 2: Logical Model

.
ACT ree ::= Root, N odeSet, Edges,
Root ::= T oken, F ather = N U LL, RootLink,
RootLink ::= AccessF ileSet = F ileSet, P rivilege = Create,
F ileSet ::= {F ileN amei |F ileN amei are uploaded to CLOUD by Root. i = 1, ..., n},
N odeSet ::= N odeN ode, ..., N ode
N ode ::= T oken, F ather, N odeLink,
N odeLink ::= AccessF ileSet, P rivilege
AccessF ileSet, P rivilege, ..., AccessF ileSet, P rivilege,
AccessF ileSet ::= {F ileN amei ∈ F ileSet, i ∈ [1, ..., n], |F ileN amei | = 1}
{F ileN amei ⊆ F ileSet, i ∈ [1, ..., n], |F ileN amei | ≥ 2, }
P rivilege ::= {CreateAuthorizeU pdateM odif yRead},
Edges ::= Edge, ..., Edge,
Edge ::= {N ode1 , N ode2 |N ode1 .F ather = N ode2 ,
N ode1 , N ode2 ∈ N odeSet, N ode2 .P rivilege = {Create||Authorize}}.
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